Maija

Ilmari Tapiovaara 1955
Floor Lamps

In 1955 Ilmari Tapiovaara, a remarkable specialist in chairs and furniture,
undertook a project to create a lamp. His source of inspiration at the time
was Maya the Bee (German: Die Biene Maja), a friendly character from a
1912 children’s book, known as Maija in Finland.
The Maija collection is an expression of the feeling of light that is common in the cities of the Baltic: from the inside out. Tapiovaara conceived
a column of small metal superimposed discs from which the light hangs
out from a shimmering honeycomb, shrouded in warm life. The tripod on
which the structure rests and the recesses that allow the light to disperse
upwards are particularly striking. The discs were originally in a light pink
colour, subsequently white was produced and nowadays Santa & Cole offers
both alternatives.
Tapiovaara stated: “It is impossible to create a new object without a point
of reference. Nature is the best and nearest manual for industrial designers
whether in terms of its function, in other words, functional requirements,
or in terms of shape, colour, material and their arrangement in appropriate
proportions”. And so we present his only lamp in three different versions: the
floor lamp, the table lamp and the pendant lamp.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
Metallic lampshade finished in matte white.
Brass legs finished in matte.
Diffuser in white translucent engineering plastic.
Electric cable length: 3 m / 118.1”

LIGHT SOURCE
Módulo de LEDs
Power system: 24 W
Operating voltaje: 24 VDC
Tª Colour : 2.700 K
Typical CRI: 90
Lifetime: 40.000 h

Built-in adjustable LED.
Dimmer included.
Energy efficiency class (E.E.C):
A++... A.
Suitable only for indoor use.
Always use the light source
recommended or equivalent.

Input voltaje : 90 ~ 264 Vac.
(50 Hz / 60 Hz). According to destination.

APPROXIMATE WEIGHT (unpacked)
5,1 kg / 11.3 lb
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REGULATIONS
Class 2
Dry location only
UL-153
UL-8750
E-363621

IP 20
UNE-EN 60598
UNE-EN 55015
UNE-EN 60529
UNE-EN 62031
UNE-EN 61000-3-2
UNE-EN 61347-2-13

MAINTENANCE

OTHERS

Clean with a smooth cloth. Do not use ammonia, solvents or
abrasive cleaning products.

The lamp are delivered in one package.
The assembly instructions are delivered with the product.

MODEL

67 cm / 26.1”

55 cm / 21.5”

Ø 30 cm / 11.7”

Ø 36 cm / 14”

COLLECTION
Table lamp

Floor lamp

Pendant lamp

Maija 15

Maija 30

Maija 15 / 30
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